The results of the spectral-correlation analysis of the fluid-dynamic (radon and hydrogen) data monitoring obtained in the seismically active region-in Kamchatka and in conditions of Russian platform where compared to the results of the laser-deformometer measurements obtained on Caucasus. It allowed identify spectral components of the measured parameters, first of all, in the area of the lunar-solar tides. This identification have demonstrated the identical reaction of the mountain and platform regions to the global geodeformation processes of the tidal level and have shown the possibility of the measuring parameters response to the catastrophic events preparation processes. Really the prognostic effects in the investigated fields where indicated in periods of preparation and realization of the catastrophic earthquakes in Indian Ocean
Introduction
Using results of the many years geodeformational processes investigations made in the seismic and platform regions of the former USSR with the help of the emanation (radon) method we have shown [1] [2] [3] [4] , that the different scale earth velocity variations have generated in the earth crust the geodeformation waves of appropriate periodicity, among which the seasonal (annual) wave take a defining position in the different disastrous appearances provocation (first of all, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions) in each particular region of the planet. It was also shown [5] that these processes are adequately mapped in the fluid (gas) displacement dynamics and first of all in a change of the earth crust degassing regimes of the mountain and platform regions. So the description of the geodeformation processes change, first of all, during preparation of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions is most adequately realized using intensity of the fluid (gas) interchange in the inter-block space of the earth's crust by variations of the emanation fields (radon, helium, hydrogen etc.).
Developing the conceptual aspects of the problem related to the estimation of the fluiddynamical systems response of the earth crust fault structures at the processes of geodynamic events preparation the comparative analysis of the emanation fields (radon and hydrogen) time series variations, obtained in the geodynamically active region-in Kamchatka and in conditions of the seismically passive Russian platform compared to the results of the laser deformometry, obtained in the Caucasus was carried out.
Technology of Investigations
Continuous measurements of deformations in the Caucasus were carried out using laser interferometer-deformograf of the Shternberg Astronomic Institute with measuring base of the 75 meters and resolution 2 × 10 −13 , installed in the Baksan neutrino observatory gallery [6] .
Continuous measurements of the fluid dynamic regimen of Moscow depression variations were carried out in a zone of dynamic influence of regional tectonic structures of the crystal base crossed in the central part of the Capital, by the emanations of radon and hydrogen [7] using the original technology providing the control of the geodeformation processes change at a level of lunar-solar tidal disturbances, i.e. at a level of 10
. Similar measurements were carried out in Kamchatka in the district of Paratunka settlement where geodynamic activity of territory is permanently shown by the output i.e. more than 1.5 years. The beginning of record is dated November 11, 2004 at the moment of the laser interferometer starting and the ending was defined by the failure of the emanation measurements microprocessor registrar in Moscow.
The comparison of the emanation fields time series Deformometric measurements data spectral analyses, filtered in a tidal range of frequencies with the periods (from 30 till 5 hours) and the subsequent spectral analysis of the mutually correlation functions of fields of radon and hydrogen within the limits of the allocated fragment, have allowed to identify the spectral components of the measured parameters in the area of the variations caused by the lunar-solar tides ( Table 1) . The results of this identification, first of all, specify the adequacy of the global geodeformation processes reflection, what the earth tides are, in the measured parameters of the mountain (seismoactive) and platform regions. As follows from the table, the character of the emanation field's response on tidal deformations of earth's crust in the field of the most typical components of a spectrum is practically identical to the character of the rock massive deformations in the Caucasus revealed at deformometric observations.
In order to allocate the low-frequency components in the variations of radon and hydrogen fields similar appropriate component of the deformations of the earth's crust, the bending curve of the filtered deformometric data was obtained by the sliding average method on which the spectrum of the tidal deformations bending was calculated, using mutual spectra of fields of radon and hydrogen ( Table 2 ).
Discussion of Obtained Data
The testing (as follows from the Table 2 ) also confirms the influence on the fluid transference in the geodynamically differing regions of the planetary geodeformation processes subjection determined first of all by the tidal influence of the Moon and the Sun. At the same time, as we can see, the spectral structure of time series of the emanation fields differs from the deformometric data that is related to the technology of the emanation measure ments, providing extraction of information on the volumetric rock massive deformations which essentially extender of the linear deformation's spectrum. Probably this is the reason of the emanation field reaction (Figure  1) on the global changes in the stress-strain state of the earth's crust, which have provoked the seismic energy emission close to Sumatra Island on December 26, 2004 and on March 28, 2005. The level of the seismic energy emission during these earthquakes has reached a 9-ball mark on the Magnitude Scale, which proves the extraordinarity of the geodeformation processes participated in their preparation, and, that have obviously, disturbed the earth's crust as a whole.
As we can see, the character of the emanation field's reaction (Figure 1 ) in Kamchatka and on the Russian platform and deformations in the Caucasus at the global changes of the stress-strain state of an earth's crust, which have provoked the seismic energy emission in Indian Ocean, are slightly various.
Thus, a sharp jump in the field of hydrogen of Moscow depression practically one month prior to tragic events that has five times exceeded the level of concentration of previous months. In the field of radon this effect was on the contrary noted more than double reduc-tion of a level of concentration of the emanation [6] , which has indicated of the Moscow depression fault structures permeability increase. In Kamchatka the field of hydrogen and radon did not vary so abnormally at this time, however almost hundred percent correlation of fields of radon before events in December, 2004 and in March, 2005, as well as hundred percent correlation of the hydrogen fields in March, 2005 proves the global changes in the stress-strain state of the earth's crust which have caused catastrophic events in Indian ocean.
The hydrogen concentration in the Moscow depression has decreased up to initial level during 3 months after earthquake of 28.03.05 and has decreased almost to a zero level during further months. Concentration of radon has not decreased to the initial level that is explicated by the descending trend in time series of the emanation fields and is caused by the influence of the wave geodeformation processes of higher hierarchical level [5] . Besides it confirms that variations of the radon field are subjected to the variations of the hydrodynamic regimen of the tectonic structures used for the fluid-dynamic monitoring while variations of a field of hydrogen directly reflects the deformations regimen of the earth's crust [6] .
In the deformometric measurements data the effect of the global change in the stress-strain state of an earth's crust was reflected as a result of the mutual analysis of the records obtained in the Caucasus and in Protvino settlment (Moscow region) [9] in which the period of preparation and realization of earthquakes is characterized by the identical change of the registered parameters.
Conclusion
Hence, it agrees to the fluid-dynamic (emanation) monitoring data of the geodeformation processes in the geodynamically active region-in Kamchatka and in the Russian platform tested by the laser-deformometric data obtained in the Caucasus, the global processes of the stress-strain state change of the earth's crust can bee in the preparation and realization of catastrophic geodynamic events involved. So the rational use of the data on the fluid-dynamic regimen change of the geostructural formations in the mountain and platform regions allows to monitor these processes and to predict the periods of formation of the seism-tectonic destruction of the rocks massive areas.
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